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                                                                    Contamination of Nestlé bottled water sources? Food agency raises alarm in leaked report

                    
                                                                                                        
                                                        
                        Concerns over the ‘health quality’ of Nestlé bottled water brands Perrier, Vittel, and others, have been raised by France’s food agency, according to a leaked report.
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                                    Food security: How can we create resilient food systems for the future?
                            

        
                        The rise of extreme weather events across the globe is posing a major threat to food security. So how can we create more resilient supply chains to ensure food supplies in the future?
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                    In partnership with Angel Yeast Extract – Savoury Ingredients
                

            
            
                Blending health, taste and sustainability: Is yeast protein the solution?
            


                                                Manufacturers need to meet growing consumer demand for sustainable protein together with expectations surrounding taste and texture. Does the solution lie in yeast protein?
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                                    Why Portugal is officially adopting Nutri-Score
                            

        
                        Portugal has become the eighth country in Europe to officially adopt Nutri-Score.
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                                    Gluten-free but wheat? Coeliac-safe wheat flour developed in Spain
                            

        
                        Gluten-free substitutes such as rice and corn flour have for decades aimed to take the role of wheat flour in baked goods, so that those with coeliac disease can consume them. Now there is a new substitute: wheat flour itself.
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                Enhancing food quality: The role of functional systems
            


                                                Improve food quality and stability with versatile functional systems to achieve outstanding results across different sectors.
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                                    Food & beverage trends: How rising prices are changing consumer behaviours
                            

        
                        The cost of food and beverages, including essentials such as bread and milk, have been on the rise for some time now. How have these increased costs influenced consumer behaviours?
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                                    Nourished on how to communicate the potential of personalised nutrition to consumers
                            

        
                        Personalised nutrition has immense potential for extremely bespoke nutritional benefits to consumers. But for such a niche category, how does a company communicate this potential? 
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                Food x Warming World: 9 key themes to watch at the intersection of food and climate 
            


                                                Sustainable and alternative practices are emerging in the food and beverage industry to reduce the impact of climate change. 
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                                    How KFC is reformulating the classics to cut fat, salt and sugar
                            

        
                        From burgers to fries, the QSR major is cutting calories from menus in the UK and Ireland. Which reformulation strategies are at play?
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                                    Cultivated quail: Yet another lab-grown meat greenlit outside of EU
                            

        
                        The latest victory for cultivated meat shines a light on the situation in the EU, where not one novel food application for cell-based meat has been submitted for regulatory approval.
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                                    New cocoa marketplace aims to strengthen relationships between producers and buyers
                            

        
                        A new platform aims to create a stronger relationship between cocoa farmers and producer organisations, and those who buy their cocoa.
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                                    Increasing consumer engagement through social media
                            

        
                        Whether you’re a start-up or a long-established brand, continued consumer awareness and interest is fundamental to achieving success in the global marketplace. So how can you use social media to do this?
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                                    Taste, appeal, health claims: Getting functional foods to consumers
                            

        
                        Functional food brands face a range of challenges, from taste to health claims, in order to get their products to appeal to consumers, and educate them about product potential. 
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                                    How is the food industry tackling salt reduction?
                            

        
                        High levels of salt in food is becoming an increasing concern for healthcare professionals and consumers as the dangers of a high-salt diet becomes more widely understood. So how is the food industry tackling this issue?
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                                    ‘Vegan’ or ‘free-from’? Tackling lack of awareness of the difference between allergen and dietary labelling
                            

        
                        A ‘vegan’ label does not mean a food is safe to eat for those with allergies to animal products. New research shows the public is dangerously unaware of this distinction.
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                                    PepsiCo products back on shelves in Carrefour after price increase dispute
                            

        
                        Supermarket giant Carrefour is bringing PepsiCo products back onto its shelves in France, Belgium, Italy and Spain: following a dispute over price increases.
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                                    Cocoa crisis hits chocolate: Which companies can weather the storm, financially? 
                            

        
                        Unsurprisingly, some chocolate makers are struggling to afford cocoa, which has risen in price by 400% in a year. 
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                        Amazon updates its dietary supplements seller’s policy


                                                    from NutraIngredients-USA.com
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                        Financed emissions: How sustainability-linked finance can green up agriculture


                                                    from DairyReporter.com
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                        Rhythm Nutrition supports holistic health by keeping customers moving


                                                    from NutraIngredients.com
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                    NPD Trend Tracker: From PepsiCo snacks to collagen tea
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                    UK consultation on novel food streamlining plans
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                    Bird flu in cows ‘remarkably unremarkable’ as experts call for calmness
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                    Industry-backed methodology launched to calculate true level of cocoa farmer incomes
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                    Foodborne bacteria can adapt to cleaning methods, research suggests
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                    Climate change & wine: A global map of changing wine regions
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                    Food as medicine: Could a healthy diet improve diabetes?
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                    No, consumers aren’t shunning plant-based meat for the real thing
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                    Animal-free collagen: The food and drink potential
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                    Could a plant-based diet stop sleep apnoea and snoring?
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                    Danone, Nestlé, Kraft Heinz baby food ‘unfit for promotion’: ATNI
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                    Who funds regenerative agriculture? 
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                    ‘Super broccoli’ variety developed to lower blood sugar levels – and it’s on the market
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                    Chocolate made from faba beans? ‘We’ve developed a brand-new ingredient’
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                    Is the UK investing enough in food and drinks manufacturing?
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                                    Taste, appeal, health claims: Getting functional foods to consumers
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